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"I know how to watch my back. I'm the only one that ever has."Ã‚Â India Maxwell hasn't just moved

across the country&#151;she's plummeted to the bottom rung of the social ladder. It's taken years

to cover the mess of her home life with a veneer of popularity. Now she's living in one of Boston's

wealthiest neighborhoods with her mom's fiancÃƒÂ© and his daughter, Eloise. Thanks to her

soon-to-be stepsister's clique of friends, including Eloise's gorgeous, arrogant boyfriend, Finn, India

feels like the one thing she hoped never to be seen as again: trash.Ã‚Â But India's not alone in

struggling to control the secrets of her past. Eloise and Finn, the school's golden couple, aren't all

they seem to be. In fact, everyone's life is infinitely more complex than it first appears. And as India

grows closer to Finn and befriends Eloise, threatening the facades that hold them together, what's

left are truths that are brutal, beautiful and big enough to change them forever&#133;Ã‚Â From New

York Times bestselling author Samantha Young comes a story of friendship, identity and

acceptance that will break your heart&#151;and make it whole again.
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Samantha Young is one of my favorite authors. Admittedly, I haven't really read her YA work but

decided to buy the book for my teenager. She loved the book. There are a lot of teen angst in this

book. It also deals with many issues facing teens including lack of self-esteem. A story about a girl

who not only has to deal with her hormones flying all over the place, she's forced to move to another

part of the country and start all over again in a school where she's considered nothing more but

common trash.Great characters, great story line and a really great read

I loved this one. So many layers and secrets and fragile hearts and minds. Samantha Young always

has this captivating way of luring you into her words and characters. I adored them all. So young to

have been through so much loss and pain. It was wonderful watching them try and come into who

they really are. I loved and hated the ending at first. Then the more I thought about it, it was so

perfect and appropriate for this story. I finished this book with the belief that they will all be okay,

they will stand stronger together and apart. Just wonderfully well done.

Wow. This book was vastly different to what I was expecting. It was poignant, deep and emotional. It

really got me in the chest and I cried real tears. It went places I wasn't expecting. And I loved that

none of it was cliquey - the mixed family aspect was a good one, not one of mean step-sisters and

humiliating pranks. So refreshing to have such an original story line. Highly recommend this book to

anyone who likes romance, drama, emotional stories and just good story telling and great

characters to read about!

I loved it, every bit. The emotional journey that these 3 main characters (and the mom too) went

through was very touching and very relatable. I've read this book two times. Once I gobbled it down

and then slow enough to cry laugh and be happy with the ending...bc the ending is whatever I want

it to be. Great author....loved her other book. If you can read her 'Into the Deep' series. You will be

happy you did!!

I loved this book... it was just so sweet. I had tears in my eyes half the time. The only reason I'm

giving it four stars instead of five is because I hate open ended endings. Like I need answers to

what exactly happened with her and Finn once he leaves and what happens with Bryce and Elle.

But it's just a personal preference. I want the solid hea with a bow on top :)



I purchased this book because I'm a big Samantha Young fan. I've read all her On Dublin Street

series books and they were fantastic. This book is geared towards a younger audience, but I still

loved it at 39! It was a simple story about a group of high school students and their struggles to get

through life. The main character is super likable and I found myself just waning her to be happy the

whole time. This was a quick and easy read if you are looking for a book to relax with!

From the very beginning of the read, your hypnotized by the character India. What a strong young

women! Then the other's captivate your interest, with there own secrets, and you just want to know

more.The visualization you get out of the way this book is written , just makes you feel like your

actually there in the book!Thanks for another fantastic read Samantha Young!

I knew before I finished one page what the big reveal was. I think I am just over this story line. I want

a romance novel that is relatable to me. Although well written this was not. Hoping her next work is

more my speed .
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